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In this paper, we will experimentally investigate the power threshold (PL-H) in upper single null

plasmas with an ITER-like tungsten divertor under different rB drift directions on EAST [F. Ding

et al., Commissioning and PSI Behavior of the ITER-Like W/Cu Divertor in EAST 22nd PSI,

Rome (2016)]. The power threshold for the low (L) to high (H) confinement mode has a clear and

positive toroidal magnetic field, BT, dependence when the rB drift points toward the primary X-

point (B�rB"). A factor of 2–3 increase in PL-H is observed for the rB drift away from the pri-

mary X-point (B�rB#). The edge and core impurities quantified by spectroscopy measurements

show comparable levels for the transitions for both drift directions. On the other hand, it is found

that the divertor Da emission just prior to the L-H transition is lower for B�rB", compared with

that for B�rB#. The upper in-out divertor asymmetry, as manifested by particle fluxes measured

by the divertor triple Langmuir probe, is most marked for B�rB#, and with significantly more par-

ticle flux to the outer divertor. The reversing field increases the particle flux into the upper inner

and lower outer divertor, reducing the in-out asymmetry. One important distinction between the

two field directions has been observed, with respect to the amplitude of the scrape-off layer (SOL)

parallel flow. A dedicated experiment under similar target plasma conditions shows a lower SOL

density and thus a steeper density gradient slightly inside the separatrix, where a lower PL-H is

found for the B�rB", compared to that for B�rB#. We, therefore, conclude that the field-

dependent SOL plasma conditions play an important role in the transition physics. Published by
AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5033983

I. INTRODUCTION

The baseline operational scenario for ITER will be the

high-confinement mode (H-mode) with the type-I edge local-

ized mode (ELM).1 As ITER will initially operate only

slightly above the predicted threshold power, a deeper under-

standing of the physics behind the transition dynamics is

required.2 The International Tokamak Physics Activity

(ITPA) threshold scaling is Pscal¼ 0.0488 hnei0.72BT
0.80S0.94

[MW], where hnei is the central line-averaged electron density

in 1020 m�3, BT is the toroidal magnetic field in T, and S is

the plasma surface area in m2.3 Other factors may affect the

transition, e.g., a radial electric field in the edge region, Er,
4

zonal flow,5 neutral density,6 and wall material.7,8 In JET,7

ASDEX-Upgrade,8 and EAST,9 a reduction of power thresh-

old (PL-H) in the metal first wall is observed, compared with

that in the carbon wall. It has been observed since the discov-

ery of the H-mode in ASDEX that the ion rB drift has a large

influence on the PL-H.10 This effect is substantial for DIII-D,11

Alcator C-Mod,12,13 NSTX,14 and MAST,15 where factors of

2–3 increase in PL-H are demonstrated when the ion rB drifts
away from the primary X-point. Attempts have been made to

explain this based on neo-classical ion cross-field fluxes

driven by the poloidal temperature gradient in the scrape-off

layer (SOL).16 However, it has been found in DIII-D that the

edge ion temperature gradients are the same in both upper and

lower single null configurations [upper single null (USN) and

lower single null (LSN)], pointing to the role of poloidal

velocity flow shear.11 Previous experiments on Alcator C-

Mod have shown that the parallel flow, which couples to the

core toroidal rotation, depends strongly on the magnetic con-

figuration and may have an important effect on the transi-

tion.12 Recent measurements using gas puff imaging inside

the separatrix for LSN plasmas have shown that nonlinear

transfer from turbulence to zonal flow is stronger in the favor-

able configuration than it is in the unfavorable one.17 All these

results show that the ion rB drift effect has its origin at the

SOL and/or inside the separatrix. In contrast, it exhibits a sim-

ilar or even lower PL-H with the ion rB drift away from the

primary X-point in JET18 and EAST9 under all carbon walls

or divertors, but the cause for this remains elusive. In order to

minimize the power required to access to the H-mode for

ITER, more research studies are needed to evaluate the influ-

ence of the ion rB drift on PL-H in a tokamak with an ITER-

like metal wall.

This paper will focus on the effect of therB drift on PL-H.

Dedicated experiments in USN plasmas with an ITER-likea)Electronic addresses: gsxu@ipp.ac.cn and yanning@ipp.ac.cn
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tungsten divertor were performed on the EAST tokamak with

attention on the edge plasma conditions just before the L-H

transitions. We obtain a significantly lower power threshold

for a rB drift towards the primary X-point, consistent with

the lower recycling regime. For the rB drift away from the

primary X-point, we typically observe a factor of 2–3 times

larger power threshold.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents the

experimental setup and a brief description of the experi-

ments. The recent results in the L-H power threshold experi-

ments with respect to the rB drift direction in the 2016

experimental campaign are described in Sec. III. Section IV

addresses the edge plasma conditions at the L-H transition

for the two field directions. Summary and discussion are pre-

sented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

EAST has been technically upgraded with an advanced

divertor configuration and heating scheme similar to ITER.19

The machine can be flexibly operated in single null (SN) and

double null (DN) divertor configurations. Here, we only

focus on the upper single null (USN) discharges. The heating

systems have been upgraded, including two lower hybrid

wave (LHW) systems (4 MW, 2.45 GHz and 6 MW,

4.6 GHz); an ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF,

6 MW each) heating system; co- and counter-current neutral

beam injection (NBI, 4 MW each) systems; and an electron

cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH, 1 MW) system. The

upgraded heating systems provide sufficient power steps to

minimize the error of the L-H transition power threshold val-

ues. The plasma facing components (PFCs) are converted

into the metal wall step by step. EAST has been equipped

with the molybdenum first wall, a carbon lower divertor and

an ITER-like monoblock tungsten divertor, as well as a

newly installed cryopump which significantly enhances the

particle exhaust and capacity of recycling control in H-mode

discharges, as shown in Fig. 1.

In the 2016 campaign, experiments were performed on

the EAST tokamak with plasma current IP ¼ 0.4 MA, toroi-

dal field BT ¼ 2.5 T, and matched divertor configuration and

line-averaged electron density hnei of 2.6–3.6� 1019 m�3.

The discharges were conducted under the lithium-coated

wall conditioning. Initial attempts to accomplish wall condi-

tioning involved siliconization by glow discharge, and the

resultant L-H power threshold was comparable with that in

the lithium-coated wall. Note that before the application of

lithium- or silicon-wall coating, no H-mode can be achieved

due to the bad wall condition and radio frequency (RF)

power coupling (Ploss � 1 MW), suggesting the power

threshold is reduced under wall conditioning. Instead, our

experiment was completed after several hundreds of dis-

charges, where 6–12 g of lithium was evaporated daily for

1–2 h using three ovens at different toroidal midplane posi-

tions. This has been proved to effectively enhance the unifor-

mity of lithium coverage �94% of the wall (the surface area

of EAST is approximately 60 m2). During the 2016 cam-

paign, a level of �250 g of lithium was used in total.

Approximately, a 7.0 lm thick lithium film (0.534 g cm�3,

300 K) was deposited on the wall, as directly evidenced by

the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy system measure-

ment.20 At this level of wall conditioning, no obvious change

in the L-H power threshold can be observed with respect to

lithium accumulation in this experiment. This result is in

agreement with the previous experiments,21 where strong

effects on the L-H power threshold have been observed in

the Mo/C wall due to heavy lithium-wall coating, over 800 g.

The experiment in the effect of the rB drift direction on the

L-H transition was carried out under comparable levels

(�200 g) of lithium conditioning, as also evidenced by the

similar intensity level of line emission from lithium (see Fig.

6). The L-H power threshold comparison was conducted

under the USN configuration and the change of sign for the

rB drift was achieved by changing the direction of the toroi-

dal magnetic field. The plasma current IP is in the anti-

clockwise direction viewing from the top, as shown in Figs.

1 and 13. In this study, the L-H transitions are identified by

the sudden drop of divertor Da emission measured by a pho-

todiode array and the increase in the line-averaged electron

density hnei, as well as the stored energy. The SOL parallel

flow is measured by Mach probe arrays fixed on the fast

reciprocating probe system (FPRs) of the low field side

(LFS) midplane, and also evaluated by the divertor

Langmuir probes (LP). The sign convention used here is that

flow directed along the toroidal magnetic field direction is

assigned a positive value. The lines of sight of the diagnos-

tics are also shown in Fig. 1.

In this article, discharges were operated in deuterium

with divertor configurations and all the L-H transitions in the

plot occurred during the plasma flat top. The net power

across through separatrix at the L-H transition, Ploss, is calcu-

lated as, Ploss ¼ Paux þ Pohmic – dW/dt, with Paux being the

absorbed auxiliary heating power in which possible losses

and absorption coefficients are taken into account, from

FIG. 1. Poloidal cross section of EAST showing some diagnostics:

Da–Balmer-alpha emission of deuterium, Langmuir probe arrays on the

divertor targets and fast reciprocating probes, with up and down cryopumps

underneath the outer divertor target plates.
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either solely heating by the lower hybrid (LH) wave, or com-

bined power from radio frequency (RF) heating and neutral

beam injection (NBI), Pohmic the Ohmic power, and dW/dt

the change rate of the stored energy. The net power loss, Pnet

¼ Ploss � Prad, may be more appropriate to quantify the H-

mode power threshold. Upon examination, typical radiation

power before the L-H transitions is �80–350 kW and it is

not considered in this paper. For rB drift towards the pri-

mary X-point, a low input power level is used, which reduces

the uncertainties due to a low dW/dt contribution. However,

for rB drift away from the primary X-point, the dW/dt con-

tribution will be larger, as a combined heating scheme of RF

and NBI was used. The calculation of absorption power for

LHW and ICRF is similar to previous analyses on EAST.21

The analysis of the NBI power absorption has been per-

formed using the guiding center code ORBIT and

NUBEAM/TRANSP.22 Furthermore, the ECRH power has

been injected using the standard second harmonic scheme

which provides pure electron heating with 80% absorption of

a source power below 0.5 MW.23 All global parameters are

averaged over a time interval of 10 ms in the L-mode phase

just before the time of the L-H transition, as will be shown in

Sec. III.

III. H-MODE POWER THRESHOLD IN USN PLASMAS

A. Effects of the $B drift direction

The rB drift direction exhibits a significant influence

on the access to H-modes.9–18,21 However, the underlying

physics mechanism is still unclear. Dedicated experiments

were performed with matched plasma shapes and IP/BT

pairs in upper single null (USN) plasmas in EAST with the

ITER-like tungsten divertor. Figure 2 shows the effect of

the rB drift direction on the access to H-modes with the

lower hybrid current driven (LHCD) for the USN configu-

ration for two field directions under similar target plasma

conditions. The injected LHCD power with a frequency at

4.6 GHz, PLH1, was kept the same for the two field direc-

tions. As can be seen, the H-mode is achieved with LHCD

under the USN divertor configuration with the rB drift
towards the primary X-point (shot 65041, B�rB"), as fur-

ther evidenced by the appearance of ELMs, as seen in the

outer divertor Da emission. The H-L transition occurs after

the ELM events, then the L-H transition takes place subse-

quently, suggesting that the injected power is sufficient for

H-mode access at such plasma conditions. In contrast, for

USN with the rB drift away from the primary X-point

FIG. 2. Two shots run in the USN configuration with the rB drift away (B�rB#) and towards (B�rB") the primary X-point at similar plasma conditions: (a)

and (f) plasma current, (b) and (g) heating power provided by the low hybrid wave, (c) and (h) line-averaged electron density, (d) and (i) outer divertor Da
emission, and (e) and (j) stored energy calculated by EFIT. Multiple L-H transitions occurred at the rB drift toward the primary X-point, whereas no transi-

tions occurred for the other side drift direction.
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(shot 64744, B�rB#), the plasma remains in the L-mode

with similar initial target plasma conditions. Hence, this

suggests that the power needed for the L-H transition, PL-H,

in EAST is lower with the rB drift towards the active

divertor. Note that the Da emission in the divertor region

just prior to the L-H transition is much lower for USN for

the rB drift towards the primary X-point, compared with

that for the rB drift away from the primary X-point, as

indicated in Figs. 2(d) and 2(i). On the other hand, for the

rB drift away from the primary X-point, H-modes were

achieved when combining heating schemes, as shown in

Fig. 3. As can be seen, the H-mode is achieved and main-

tained with combined radio frequency (RF) heating of two

LHCD, ICRF, as well as ECRH (shot 62785, B�rB#), as

further evidenced by the appearance of ELMs. The density

is near constant during the H-mode phase. Or, the L-H tran-

sition can be achieved with combined LHCD and NBI (shot

62809, B�rB#), as evidenced by the sudden increase in

line-averaged density hnei, followed by an H-L transition.

Note that the plasma remains in the L-mode after the H-L

transition, suggesting that the injected power is marginal to

the transition power threshold. As indicated in Figs. 2 and

3, it is found that the L-H power threshold is lower for the

rB drift towards the primary X-point, compared with that

for the rB drift away from the primary X-point.

To further investigate the effect of the rB drift on the

L-H transition and minimize the effects of plasma density on

PL-H, density scan experiments have been carried out in

EAST for two toroidal magnetic field directions. Figure 4

shows such experiments with LHCD for USN at two field

directions. The injected LHCD power is kept the same, while

the reflected LH power, PLHR, is lower for the B�rB#, sug-

gesting that the calculated Ploss is slightly higher due to an

increase in Paux, compared with that for the B�rB". As can

be seen, the L-H transition is achieved at a line-averaged

electron density hnei� 2.8� 1019 m�3 for the rB drift
towards the primary X-point (shot 65056, B�rB"), as seen

in the Da emission. On the other hand, for USN with the rB
drift away from the primary X-point (shot 64779, B�rB#),
no transition occurs. This demonstrates that the power

threshold is lower for USN for the rB drift towards the pri-

mary X-point, compared with that for the rB drift away

from the primary X-point. Note that the Da emission is also

lower before the L-H transition at similar density for the rB
drift towards the primary X-point, which may suggest that

the neutral density plays an import role in the L-H transition.

Further investigations are given in Sec. IV. The divertor

detachment is achieved at hnei� 4� 1019 m�3 for both field

directions, and detailed analysis of this will be reported

elsewhere.

FIG. 3. For the rB drift away from the primary X-point (B�rB#), transition can hardly be achieved by the solely heating scheme on EAST, i.e., low hybrid

wave heating, ion cyclotron resonance frequency, electron cyclotron resonance frequency heating or neutral beam injection (NBI) due to limited source power.

Only with cooperated radio frequency (RF) heating (shot 62785), or combined heating scheme by RF and NBI heating (shot 62809), did the transition occur.
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Following the density scan experiments, a statistical

analysis of PL-H just prior to the L-H transition has been car-

ried out at a density range of 2.6–3.6� 1019 m�3, matched

plasma shapes, and IP/BT pairs (0.4 MA/2.5 T), as displayed

in Fig. 5. The most remarkable result from this experiment is

that PL-H is strongly reduced with the rB drift towards the

primary X-point. This is shown in Fig. 5(a): Ploss for

B�rB" (red circles) is significantly reduced by a factor of

2–3 relative to that for B�rB# (cyan diamonds). The PL-H

is only �50% of the threshold values predicted by the inter-

national tokamak scaling,3 as indicated by the dashed line.

Note that there are a few shots with slightly overestimated

PL-H for B�rB#, where the L-H transition is achieved

immediately after another additional power is injected upon

the initial heating, as described previously in Fig. 3. On the

other hand, edge plasma conditions, such as impurities lev-

els, can also affect the L-H power threshold. This may be

why the Ploss scatters for the two field direction in the experi-

ments. Here, an increase in the PL-H with increasing density

is not clearly seen, which may due to the limited density

range of 2.6–3.6� 1019 m�3. The minimum density, below

which an increase in PL-H can be observed, is around

2.8� 1019 m�3, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. In addition, the

edge safety factor, q95, and the plasma surface area, S, are

about 7.0 and 39.0, respectively. The existence of the saw-

tooth has not been observed before the L-H transition at this

experiment, as manifested by a multi-array and high-

resolution soft X-ray system measurement.

IV. EDGE PLASMA CONDITIONS AT THE L-H
TRANSITIONS

A. The impurity levels and edge neutral particles

Plasma conditions either in the edge or the scrape-off

layer (SOL) are expected to be relevant to L-H transition

physics.12 In our experiment, the comparison of power

threshold with respect to the rB drift direction was carried

out among different discharges. Therefore, the edge plasma

conditions, especially the edge impurity levels and neutral

particles, are analyzed in this section.

The spectroscopic diagnostic for detecting the influx of

impurity at the tungsten divertor region has been utilized.24

The line emissions intensity of tungsten (W), oxygen (O),

nitrogen (N), lithium (Li), and carbon (C), normalized to the

D Balmer line (Dd, 410.06 nm) measured by the divertor

spectroscopy versus loss powers across the separatrix, Ploss,

are shown in Fig. 6, with respect to two field directions,

which are averaged over a time interval of 10 ms in the L-

mode phase just prior to the L-H transition. A slight increase

in Ploss is found with increasing impurities levels, especially

with respect to the rB drift away from the primary X-point

(B�rB#). This may result in the scattering of Ploss in the

FIG. 4. Density scan experiments with constant input heating power, matched plasma shapes, and IP/BT pairs for two field directions, respectively. Transition

only occurs for therB drift towards the primary X-point (B�rB").
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experiments. However, it is hard to obtain the quantity of

these impurity densities due to lack of divertor diagnostics.

On the other hand, with improved wall conditioning as men-

tioned above, the impurity levels, e.g., oxygen (O), nitrogen

(N), carbon (C), and Ferrum (Fe), are all suppressed effec-

tively when compared with that without wall conditioning.

As can be seen, similar impurity levels are shown between

different rB drift directions. This reveals that there are other

variables beyond the impurity that affect the L-H power

threshold in our experiments. Note that the line emissions of

impurity levels inside the pedestal region measured by a

fast-time-response extreme ultraviolet25 are also similar,

which is not shown here.

The importance of edge neutral particles or recycling to

the L-H transition has been realized for a long

time.6,10,21,26–31 In our experiments, a remarkable result is

revealed that the divertor Da emission is strongly reduced

for discharges with the rB drift towards primary X-point

than that away from it. This can be clearly seen in Figs. 2

and 4, that the divertor Da emission just prior to the L-H

transition (as evidenced by the red dashed lines in the Da
trace) is lower for the rB drift towards the primary X-point,

compared with the rB drift away direction, for discharges

with similar target conditions. Statistical analysis of the

divertor Da emission just before the L-H transitions is per-

formed for the discharges as mentioned in Fig. 7. Variation

of Ploss with the density normalized Da emission at various

locations in the vicinity of: (a) the outer strike point, (b) the

inner strike point, and (c) baffle at the high field side are

plotted in Fig. 7 for two sets of toroidal magnetic field direc-

tions, respectively. The lines of sight of the measurement are

shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the divertor Da emission is

reduced significantly, where a factor of �2 is observed, for

the rB drift towards the primary X-point (B�rB"), com-

pared with that for the rB drift away from the primary X-

point (B�rB#). A reduced power threshold is found with a

lower divertor Da emission level. The divertor Da magnitude

mainly depends on the Balmer-a (n¼ 3!2) line emission,

which is proportional to n0nef(Te), where n0 is the local neu-

tral particle density, ne is the local electron density, and f(Te)

is the rate coefficient dependent on electron temperature, Te.

Previous estimation of neutral density in edge plasma simu-

lated by FRANTIC, the 1.5-D fluid transport code, found

that a flux-averaged neutral density profile qualitatively

depends on the integral Da emission intensity.32 These find-

ings may suggest that there are underlying physics behind

the edge neutral particles that affect the L-H transition.

B. The SOL parallel flow measured by the probes

The ion drift direction affects the plasma flow along

field lines in SOL. Measurements of the SOL parallel plasma

flow, mainly for low-confinement (L-mode) plasmas (JT-

60U,33 DIII-D,34 JET,35 ASDEX-Upgrade,36 and TCV37)

clearly indicate that there is a tendency for the plasma to

flow along field lines in the co-current direction in SOL on

FIG. 5. (a) Experimental power threshold just prior to the L-H transition (L-modes) as a function of line-averaged electron density hnei with IP/BT pairs and

upper single null configuration at different directions of the magnetic field. The edge safety factor, q95, and the plasma surface area, S, are about 7.0 and 39.0,

respectively. The red solid circles are run for B�rB" and the cyan solid diamonds are run for B�rB#. (b) Magnetic configuration of the shots selected.
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the low field side near the midplane. These flows tend to

reverse when the field is reversed. Recent experiments in

Alcator C-Mod indicate that topology-dependent flow

boundary conditions may play a role in the sensitivity of the

L-H power threshold to the X-point location.38 In EAST, the

SOL parallel flow has been analyzed, suggests a critical role

of the Pfirsch–Schl€uter (PS) flow as one of the most flow-

driving mechanisms.39–42 However, previous results are

mainly achieved under the carbon wall divertor.

In the recent experiment of EAST, the divertor particle

flux, which is directly associated with SOL parallel flow,

can be readily determined from the ion saturation current

measurements by the newly upgraded triple Langmuir

probe with a high time resolution.43 The ion saturation cur-

rent represents the particle flux as C¼ nt Cs¼ js/e¼ 6.24

� 1022 js (A cm�2), where nt and Cs are the electron density

and ion sound speed at the target, respectively. Here, a cal-

culation for the divertor particle flux is not available due to

the damage of probe head in our experiment. Instead, a

comparison of two shots achieved by 1.3–1.4 MW of the

4.6 GHz LHCD run in the USN configuration with the

ITER-like tungsten divertor in the 2015 experimental

campaign at similar target plasma conditions (hnei � 2.3

� 1019 m�3, IP ¼ 0.4 MA) was carried out, as shown in

Fig. 8. For the rB drift away from the primary X-point

(shot 60107, B�rB#), the peak particle flux at the outer

target is significantly higher than that at the inner target,

with a ratio of the peak particle flux at 0.2–0.3 between the

inner and outer target. In contrast, for the rB drift towards

the primary X-point (shot 59972, B�rB"), this asymmetry

is considerably mitigated, with a ratio of the peak particle

flux at 0.3–0.5 between the inner and outer target, where an

increase in the peak particle flux is found at the lower outer

target when the field is reversed.

Furthermore, the SOL plasma parameters are directly

measured by the Langmuir probe array at the outer midplane

in the USN plasma for the rB drift towards the primary

X-point (shot 65061, B�rB") and in the recent experiment

for the rB drift away from the primary X-point (shot 66354,

B�rB#), respectively. The Langmuir probe is composed of

a four-tip probe array, a pair of Mach probes, and a triple

axis magnetic sensor, to provide the time-dependent mea-

surements of electron density, electron temperature, and par-

allel ion flow velocities simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 9.

The electron temperature is calculated as Te ¼ (/þ � /f)/

ln2, where /þ is the potential measured by the positively

biased tip, and, /f ¼ (/f1 þ /f2)/2, is approximately the

floating potential at the midpoint of /f1 and /f2. The two

floating potentials are poloidally separated by dp ¼ 6 mm.

The electron density is estimated as ne¼ Is/(0.5eAeffCs),

where Cs ¼ (2Te/mi)
1/2 is the sound speed, Aeff is the effec-

tive collecting area of the tip, and e¼ 1.602� 1019 C. The

Mach number and the parallel flow velocity are calculated

by using Hutchinson’s formula44 as Mjj ¼ 0.4 ln(Iup/Idown)

and Vjj ¼ MjjCs, where Iup and Idown are the ion saturation

current densities on each side of Mach probes.

The measurement is carried out at �50 ms before the

L-H transition for the rB drift towards the primary X-point

(shot 65061), with plasma conditions at hnei ¼ 3.3� 1019

m�3, IP ¼ 0.4 MA, and BT ¼ 2.5 T, achieved by 0.95 MW

4.6 GHz LHCD power, as shown in Fig. 10 (left panels). For

comparison, recently, measurement has been taken into the

SOL of USN plasma for the rB drift away from the primary

X-point (shot 66354), as shown in Fig. 10 (right panels).

During the probe measurement, plasma conditions are set at

hnei ¼ 3.6� 1019 m�3, IP ¼ 0.45 MA, and BT ¼ 2.4 T,

achieved by 0.98 MW 4.6 GHz LHCD as well as 0.58 MW

2.45 GHz LHCD power, and the plasma remains at the

FIG. 6. Comparison of impurity levels, e.g., tungsten (W), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), lithium (Li), and carbon (C), just prior to the L-H transition (L-modes)

with discharges in different sets of field direction: (a) B�rB" and (b) B�rB#. Note that the intensity is not in absolute quantity.
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L-mode. Figures 10(a) and 10(e) show the probe scanning

positions, where the probe reached a radial position at �1 cm

outside the separatrix and stayed there for �200 ms. The raw

signals of the ion saturation current, Is and its time-

frequency power spectrum are shown in Figs. 10(b) and

10(c) and Figs. 10(f) and 10(g), respectively. Broadband

fluctuations (mainly in 0–200 kHz) are seen for the two set

of field directions. Significant turbulence-driven outward

particle flux, C ¼ hdvr dnei, is directly observed by the four-

tip probe array, as shown in Figs. 10(d) and 10(h). Here, the

radial advection velocity fluctuation is estimated as

dvr¼ dEp/B ¼ (d/f1 � d/f2)/(dpB), where d represents fluc-

tuation components with frequencies above 5 kHz where the

turbulence dominates the spectrum.

Profiles of electron density, ne, temperature, Te, and par-

allel flow velocity, Vjj for the two set of field directions, are

shown in Fig. 11. The measured density profile is broad,

almost flat, in the near SOL close to separatrix for the rB
drift away from the primary X-point (shot 66354, B�rB#),
whereas, the density profile decays exponentially from the

separatrix towards the wall for the rB drift towards the pri-

mary X-point (shot 65061, B�rB"), as shown in Fig. 11(a).

Therefore, a formation of a “shoulder” in the SOL density

profile can be obtained by reversing the toroidal field direction

in this experiment. Note that, there are spikes in the density

profiles, and a drop of the temperature occurred simulta-

neously, which are caused by the supersonic molecular beam

injection (SMBI), as indicated in the figure. Figure 11(b)

FIG. 7. Variation of Ploss with the density normalized Da emission just prior to the L-H transition (L-modes) at various locations in the vicinity of: (a) the outer

strike point, (b) the inner strike point, and (c) baffle at the high field side, for two sets of toroidal magnetic field direction, respectively. The lines of sight of the

measurement are shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 8. Comparison of peak particle

fluxes (Cpeak) between upper outer

(UO), upper inner (UI), and lower

outer (LO) divertor targets for two

field directions.
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shows a higher electron temperature for the rB drift away

from the primary X-point, which mainly caused by the addi-

tional heating of the 2.45 GHz LHCD power, as mentioned

before. Interestingly, a significant change of the SOL parallel

flow velocity can be observed directly measured by Mach

probes when reversing the toroidal field direction. As shown

in Fig. 11(c), a velocity of the SOL parallel flow (Vjj) evalu-

ated ��10 km/s, is observed at �1.0 cm outside the separa-

trix, directing towards the upper divertor (shot 65061,

B�rB"). In contrast, a strong SOL flow also directed

towards the upper divertor, is observed with a velocity Vjj
� �40 km/s (shot 66354, B�rB#), which is much stronger

than that for the rB drift towards the primary X-point. This

different amplitude of the SOL parallel flow velocity may

cause the asymmetry of divertor particle flux, as mentioned

before, and indicate that the SOL parallel flow may play a

critical role in the transition physics.

The SOL parallel flow may correlate with the edge den-

sity gradient, as the formation of a density “shoulder” can be

obtained when reversing the field direction. The influence on

the density profile is further evidenced by dedicated experi-

ments with matched plasma shapes and divertor configura-

tion, IP/BT pairs, and the same core line-averaged density

hnei � 3� 1019 m�3 for both field directions. Figure 12

shows the edge plasma density profiles in a time of 20 ms

just before the L-H transitions, measured by the reflectome-

try in the vicinity of the separatrix and fitted by using the

modified tanhfit function.45 A reduced SOL density and thus

steeper density gradient inside the separatrix is revealed for

the ion rB drift towards the primary X-point. Note that a

lower edge neutral particle density is demonstrated for the

ion rB drift towards the primary X-point, as mentioned pre-

viously. These neutral particles play a role in the plasma

fuelling which dominates at the edge and SOL region. Thus,

a lower edge neutral particle density may result in a reduced

FIG. 9. Layout of the Langmuir probe array.

FIG. 10. Time evolution of probe measurements for the two set of field directions: (a) and (e) probe scanning position, (b) and (f) ion saturation current, Is, (c)

and (g) its power spectrum, and (d) and (h) fluctuation-driven particle flux, C.
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SOL density. A similar result has been found in ASDEX

Upgrade46 to explain the lower power threshold in the full

tungsten wall versus the all carbon wall, where a much

steeper edge density gradient is demonstrated in the W-wall

because of the wall reflection. Also in NSTX,47 lithium wall

coatings have been shown to reduce recycling, coupled with

a reduction of the average edge density profile gradient and

shifted it radially inwards from the separatrix location.

C. Discussion: A possible mechanism to the transition
threshold

To illustrate the ion rB drift dependence of the transi-

tion threshold, a schematic diagram of the SOL parallel

plasma flow primarily based on the probe measurement is

shown in Fig. 13. The cases of counter-clockwise (B�rB")
and clockwise (B�rB#) directions of the field BT are shown,

respectively. As mentioned before, the measured SOL paral-

lel flow on the outer midplane is directed towards the upper

divertor for both field directions, as indicated by black

arrows. The direction of the PS flow component of the SOL

parallel flow depends on the ion rB drift direction, which is

directed upwards for B�rB# and downwards for B�rB",
as shown by the green arrows. Furthermore, a significant

asymmetry of particle flux, favoring the outer divertor, is

observed for B�rB#(see Fig. 8). This asymmetry is consid-

erably mitigated when the field is reversed, as manifested by

the divertor Langmuir triple probe measurement. The in-out

asymmetry pattern is strongly correlated with the field-

dependent PS flow direction, suggesting that the SOL flow

may play a critical role on the transition threshold. In gen-

eral, more particles might be recycled as particle flow is

enhanced. This, associated with the open divertor geometry,

may result in a high neutral particle density for B�rB#with

strong particle flux flow on the outer divertor target. Note

that there are two up-down cryopump systems underneath

the outer divertor target, as shown in Fig. 13. The typical W-

shaped divertor geometry, as well as the outer located cryo-

pump, can still keep the edge neutral particles at low levels

when the particle flux is enhanced at the lower outer divertor

target for B�rB". Therefore, the field-dependent flow pat-

tern, associated with the special divertor geometries and the

cryopumps, cause different edge neutral particle densities as

well as edge density profiles, and further affect the transition

threshold. These findings point to an important role of the

field-dependent SOL parallel flow on the L-H transition.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, experiments have been carried out to inves-

tigate the effect of ion rB drift on the H-mode power thresh-

old in the USN configuration with the ITER-like tungsten

divertor on EAST. A lower power threshold is found for the

ion rB drift towards the primary X-point (B�rB"), corre-

lated with a lower edge neutral density as well as a steeper

edge density gradient, compared with that for the ion rB
drift away from the primary X-point (B�rB#). In addition,

a significant asymmetry of particle flux, favoring the outer

divertor, is observed for B�rB#. This asymmetry is consid-

erably reduced when the field is reversed, as manifested by

FIG. 11. Profiles of electron density, ne, temperature, Te, and parallel plasma

flow, Vjj measured by a fast reciprocating Langmuir probe on the outer mid-

plane of EAST, for B�rB"(red line) and B�rB#(blue line), respectively.

The arrows indicate when the probe crosses the limiter plates and (R � Rsep)

is the radial distance to the separatrix.

FIG. 12. The edge plasma density profiles just prior to the L-H transitions in

EAST with matched plasma shapes and divertor configuration, IP/BT pairs,

and similar core line-averaged density hnei � 3� 1019 m�3 for two sets of

field direction.
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the divertor Langmuir triple probe as well as a fast recipro-

cating probe measurement. The direction of the PS flow

component of the SOL parallel flow depends on the ion rB
drift direction, which is directed upwards for B�rB# and

downwards for B�rB", indicating that the in-out asymme-

try may be affected by the field-dependent PS flow. To illus-

trate the ion rB drift dependence of the transition threshold,

a schematic diagram of the SOL parallel plasma flow primar-

ily based on the probe measurement is proposed. These find-

ings suggest that the divertor neutral particle density or

recycling, which correlated with the field-dependent SOL

flow, plays an important role in the transition physics.

Similar results have been found in the Alcator C-Mod, that

the poloidal component of the parallel flow always pointing

towards the outer divertor in the LFS SOL for the two mag-

netic configurations.48 At C-Mod, the parallel flow shows

comparable magnitudes for the two magnetic configurations,

whereas it exhibits a considerable asymmetry for the two

field directions in USN plasmas on EAST. This different

flow pattern may lead to results of the field-dependent power

threshold. Note that the flows measured from C-Mod are for

Ohmic discharges, and that the probes are not located pre-

cisely on the LFS midplane, whereas the flows measured

here are from L-mode discharges at the LFS midplane from

EAST. Still, it is not clear why the SOL flow is not reversed

with reversing field direction, which is different from previ-

ous results on EAST under all carbon divertors.39–42 This

may be related to the up-down asymmetry divertors, in both

material and geometry. In this paper, the role of neutral parti-

cle density on the L-H transition is qualitatively analyzed

using the normalized divertor Da emission, however, diag-

nostics for the local Te, ne profile in the divertor region are

needed. Further experiments dedicated to the understanding

of the physics behind the L-H power threshold will be per-

formed in the next experimental campaign on EAST.
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